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How to recover deleted photos from google photos

There's no doubt that Google Photos is one of the best and most powerful apps in Google's arsenal. Not only does it use AI smarts to organize and catalog your photos, it also gives you unlimited cloud storage for these photos (compressed versions), as well as a great set of built-in editing tools – all for free. However, no matter how much we love Google photos, it's not all we want
to have – there are four remarkable things you can't do with the app. These are not pie-in-the-sky dreams, either. These four things are simple features and tools that Google could easily implement – but for some strange reason there is none. Save multiple files to your phone's internal storageSuse when you post pictures on Instagram or another social networking platform,
you've taken pictures very recently. Thus, these images are already in the internal memory of your phone and are easy to upload to one or more social media. If you want to publish older pictures, but pictures that aren't currently available on your phone and in the cloud, things become more complicated. The Google Photos mobile app makes it very easy to download cloud
storage photos, but only one at a time. If you want to download more than one single swoop, you need to use the desktop app. In short, to download multiple photos to your phone using Google Photos, do one of the following:Go to your PC and download all the photos you need as a ZIP file. Transfer this file to your phone and unzim. Use the mobile app and download each photo
one at a time. Both solutions are not ideal. How hard would it be to let us download multiple photos from the Google Photos app in one session? Change the information that came with a photo on mobile DevicesGoogle Photos does a good job of organizing your footage. Not only does it organize things by date, location, camera exif data, and more, it will even use machine learning
to categorize photos that are in it, what objects are depicted, or even which of your pets are shot. However, with the mobile app, you can't change some of this information, not even simple things like a date. In the desktop version of photos, you can easily jump and change the date and location of a photo, but not on its mobile device. While there might not be too many times when
you want to change the date/location attached to the photo, it would definitely be nice to have a chance. For example, you might want to change the location of a photo from a specific Falmouth, MA, to a more general Cape Cod. Or, you want to change the date of the photo you took at the birthday party so that it appears on your actual birthday in the Photos app instead of 2:00
p.m. the day after your birthday. It's very strange that Google allows you to do it on but not on mobile because making this change fly fly definitely useful, especially for pro photographers and travel bloggers. Remove a person from a shared photo album. You might mess with your significant others or have to push a former friend out of your life because of various issues. It's never
fun, but it happens. What then do you do if you have a shared photo album with that person? You think you could just go and remove them from the album, and that would be it. Unfortunately, you think wrong. When you share an album with someone, you're basically just giving that person a link to the album itself. As such, there's currently no easy way to remove any of the shared
albums as you'd expect, i.e. they can no longer see photos there, but everything else on the album remains the same. Here are your two options as of now: Block a person from an album. It works on both desktop and mobile devices, but if they have a link to an album, they can still see everything by browsing incognito mode for Chrome.Utilize nuclear power. If the first option isn't
good enough, the next thing you can do is stop sharing the entire album. This will prevent anyone from seeing its content go ahead. If other people have been added to the album, you'll need to manually copy it again. What's worse, any of the photos that other people shared will now be gone, including any comments someone made. None of these options are ideal. Fortunately,
Google is aware of this inconvenience and finished the fix. What that fix is and when it will land, though, we are confident. Find all the photos per parity of your storage quotaGoogle gives everyone the opportunity to upload as many photos and videos as they would like to google photos for free. The catch is that these photos and videos get compressed to reduce the file size. As a
result, Google refers it as high-quality media, not to the original quality of the original, full-resolution file on your phone. Fortunately, you can choose to upload some photos and videos to Google Photos at the original level if you feel you need it. However, these files apply to your Google Drive storage quota. If you exceed this quota, you'll have to pay for additional storage or delete
files to make room. If you find yourself in this situation, it is impossible to go through and find a list of these original quality files in your Photos library. You can go to the Settings panel on your desktop version of photos and select Recover Storage, which will find all the original quality media and compress them to clear your space. However, it won't tell you what these files are.
What if there's a photo or video that you really want to keep at the original quality level mixed in it? You have no idea. You can vai_nu all break into them versions or leave them all alone. This makes you more likely to invest in some more storage space that might be Google's intention. But it doesn't make us feel better about the absence of this feature. These are our handles with
restrictions on Google Photos. Head over to the comments and let us know what gripes we missed! NEXT: Beginner's guide to Google photos We all love to take pictures. Smartphones make smartphone slag easier. Because it's so easy to take pictures, we take a lot of them. (I personally have over 80,000 photos and videos that take up over 215 gigabytes of space.) That's when
the fun ends and the hassle begins. The truth is that managing, sharing and editing photos is harder than it should be. Most of us lost control of our photo collections long ago. Marking, marking and organizing photos is complex and time-consuming. But if you don't do all these things, it can be difficult to find a specific photo. Pictures are uncomfortable to share, too – especially
when people are scattered across different social networks. (And there's always that odd relative who isn't on any of the social networks.) Mike Elgan Combining search terms, you can find anything on Google Photos. Even shots of pizza with my nephew, Max. Editing pictures can be difficult and time consuming. It is also exhausting laborious to do creative things with images. And
at some point, all these photos can max out the storage of our phones. However, we hesitate to delete them because we are afraid of accidentally getting rid of the images we want to keep. The only product or service that solves each of these problems is Google Photos, which Google announced on Thursday at its Google I/O developer conference and which is shipping now.
Google Photos is a powerful photo editing, cloud storage, and search service. It is also a website, android app and iOS app. Google Photos is a product used by a group called VMS, which means Streams, photos, and sharing. Two years ago, Google's strategy was to combine streams, photos, and sharing services on Google+. Since then Google realized that lumping them
together holds them back. The oversimplified thinking of Google now is this: Feeds are all about sharing and exploring passions, which is what Google+ is really great. Photos are all about all your photos and movies and all you might ever want to do with them – edit, combine, store, search, play with and share. (Social sharing is just one of many things people want to do with
photos.) And sharing, by nature, is best when it is platform agnostic. In other words, the limitations people you can share with are what makes the most of the photos in the apps, and sites annoying and difficult to handle. Google Photos is the product of this mindset. StorageGoogle said Photos come with unlimited free cloud storage; it is the first company to offer such a service.
There's a catch: catch: is limited to a maximum of 16 megapixels resolution and video to 1080p. Also: Google compresses photo files. The company proved convincingly that compression does not significantly exacerbate quality even if you zoom in. However, if you use Google Photos as the only place to store all your pictures, all images will be modified from their original form.
You can choose to keep your photos out of touch, but you can only do so according to the old plan where you pay when you exceed the google drive limit. (Different users have different limitations based in part on devices you purchased before.) Free unlimited storage feature is eye catcher, drawing attention to the total freeness of the product: Photos are free. Storage is free of
charge. No ads. Google Photos has zero monetization associated with it, and Google won't be able to monetize it. Here's a neat trick: When your images gobble up almost all of the storage on your phone, Google Photos will appear in a dialog offering to delete images on your phone that Google knows are backed up in the cloud. One tap releases gigabytes of storage without risk
of loss. SearchGoogle photos are automatically processed using machine learning and other methods to determine who and what each image is. One of the most impressive feats of identification is the ability to know where the images were taken. Of course, with the geographic location of your smartphone turned on, it's easy. However, with older photos or pictures taken with
regular digital cameras or pictures taken when your phone's location feature was turned off, Google identifies the image landmarks in the images to see where the shot was shot. Intelligence goes beyond image recognition only. For example, if you take a picture without geolocation turned on for an identifiable object - such as the Eiffel Tower - it knows that the images you took
before and after will also have to be in Paris, so they too will come up with those in Paris. And it knows how long it takes to get out of town and makes intelligent guesses about where you are based on this kind of information. The Search button is located in the lower-right corner of the Google Photos app. By tapping it, you get to the page that contains the search box at the top
with the following possible search categories, organized into the Uber categories People, Places, and Things. Google's photo search results stunned members of Google I/O. Freak factor are off the map. Google showed on stage that its image recognition technology can not only tell the difference between a dog and another species of cute mammal – it can also distinguish
different breeds of dog. You can look for a golden retriever, and it will show you only this variety. Variety.
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